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Some History
• Moore and Sloan foundations invited 15 universities to submit 

a proposal to create “data science environments”
• NYU, UC Berkeley and U of Washington were selected

• 5-year, $37.8 million cross-institutional collaboration



Goals
• Transform the process of discovery and the institutional 

environments in which discovery takes place
• Go beyond a small number of narrow successes, identifying and tackling a 

variety of impediments to the broad and sustainable adoption of data-
intensive discovery

• Create a virtuous cycle in which advances in data science 
methodologies transform the process of discovery and drive 
new discoveries, while at the same time, the needs of scientific 
discovery stimulate the creation of new data science 
methodologies 



Challenges
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experiment intended to transform the process of discovery and the institutional environments in 
which discovery takes place: the Moore-Sloan Data Science Environments (MSDSE) effort. 

When we began this experiment three years ago, our universities, like so many others, were not 
well prepared for the data science revolution. The challenge we faced was to go beyond a small 
number of narrow successes, identifying and tackling a variety of impediments to the broad and 
sustainable adoption of data-intensive discovery. The impediments that we identified at the 
outset of our work are shown in green in the illustration below. Our Data Science Environment 
(DSE) effort seeks to tackle these impediments (in as general a way as possible while 
recognizing the need to accommodate the unique cultures of each of our institutions) and to 
establish an ever-accelerating virtuous cycle in which advances in data science methodologies 
enable advances in discovery, which stimulate further advances in methodologies. 

 

Our collaboration has undertaken the challenge of blazing trails into new methods, new 
software, new partnerships, new organizational forms, and new types of people (plus the 
institutional change required to create new career paths and new reward structures for these 
people). We are pioneering the development of tools and software environments that are 
sustainable, reusable, extensible, and translatable across problem domains. We have started 
new curricula and new degree options for students in data science to empower the next 
generation. We have leveraged institutional commitments and other funding to hire faculty with 
deep expertise in data science methodologies and a domain science so they can help lead the 
way through teaching and discovery as well as to support targeted data science projects in a 
broad range of domains ranging from astronomy and high-energy physics to neuroscience and 
urban science. We have created career paths for professional data scientists who pursue 



Approach
• Develop sustained interactions and collaborations between 

researchers from different disciplines to move science forward;
• Establish long-term career paths to retain scientists whose 

research is multi-disciplinary and unconventional; and
• Build an ecosystem of analytical tools and research practices 

that is sustainable, reusable, extensible, learnable, easy to 
translate across research areas and enables researchers to 
spend more time focusing on their science.

Do breakthrough science, and enable 
breakthrough science

http://msdse.org



People:
The most important component



Career Paths for Data Scientists
• Need professional data scientists with

• Deep knowledge of data science methodology, e.g., data management, 
machine learning, visualization

• Curiosity beyond their home disciplines and are energized by the opportunity 
to work across disciplines

• No career paths at universities beyond soft-money positions
• Intervention: Created prestigious positions that are academic 

alternatives to faculty pathways
• Attracted great talent!
• Challenges:

• Identifying and attracting data scientists with a university salary
• Balancing independence/autonomy and organizational obligations
• Offering job security



Different Positions
• Research Engineers: design, build, and deploy software as 

well as support data science across the University 
• Data Science Fellows: independent scientists are expected to 

run interdisciplinary research programs
• Post-doctoral researchers: associated with existing research 

group – contribute data science expertise to the group’s 
research program 

• Junior Data Scientists: MS-level students assigned to work on 
incubator projects and advised by Research Engineers and 
faculty 

• Outreach staff: inform broad NYU community about data 
science and best practices and help build new collaborations 
with the NYU MSDSE 



Interdisciplinary Faculty
• The NYU Center for Data Science has hired 7 interdisciplinary 

faculty members strong both in advancing data science 
methodology and in putting it to work in some field 

• Developed a protocol for joint hires between CDS and domain 
departments

• Address challenges related to different process and culture in different 
departments



Many Benefits
• Critical mass in Data Science covering many different 

methodological areas and scientific domains
• Helps in recruiting new personnel!

• Positively contributed both to the research and educational 
objectives of the University

• Enabled many new (funded) projects – lots of bridges with 
different NYU units

• Interaction with other researchers and students
• Advising projects
• Teaching courses and giving tutorials
• Teaching best practices for open software development
• Sharing experience in solving (real) data science problems



Ongoing Work
• Collaborating with UW and UC Berkeley to institute data-

science-specific criteria for promotion, tenure and merit 
increases

• Explicit credit for open-source code and data releases
• Technology transfer

• How to adapt current university rules and regulations 
regarding ladder-rank faculty members, adjuncts and 
lecturers, research scientists, and research staff to create 
rewarding career paths for data scientists?



Software to Enable 
Data-Driven Science



Software Development
• Enable development, hardening, dissemination, and use of 

software tools and infrastructure that support data-driven 
research 

• Deliver high-impact, usable and generalizable software for science 
• Promote open-source software practices
• Create, strengthen and deepen connections between tool developers and 

investigators in data-driven domains
• Challenges 

• Domain scientists are not equipped to develop and deliver the advanced 
software they require

• Computer scientists have little incentive to harden, sustain, share, and 
integrate their techniques into a reusable software infrastructure 

• Intervention: infrastructure for matchmaking and personnel 
dedicated to software development



Software Incubator
• Led by research engineers and faculty 

members
• Staffed by graduate students
• Some projects:

• The Standard Cortical Observer (Medical School)
• QuantEcon (Economics)
• ADAGE (Physics)
• Glacial Movement (Applied Math)
• Community discovery in urban environments 

(Social Sciences) 
• Open Space (Astronomy, Museum of Natural 

History)
• TaxiVis (NYC TLC and DoT)



Impact
• Wider adoption of open-source tools developed by the group
• Several inter-disciplinary collaborations
• Educating researchers about software development practices 

and open-source policies/licenses 
• Educating graduate students!



Space



Dedicated Space
• Programmatic: house people and hold activities
• Intellectual: space for cross-disciplinary collaboration
• Political: “neutral turf” – welcoming to all
• Cultivate the water cooler effect – serendipitous exchange of 

information that leads to collaboration and innovation
• Intervention:

• Dedicated space for the Center for Data Science – not connected to any 
department or school

• Mixed space adaptable to a range of activities
• Quiet: Traditional offices, hoteling
• Reconfigurable rooms of different sizes for meetings and seminars
• (Vibrant) open space
• Lounges/kitchens with espresso machine



CDS Space
Before CDS Move (726 Broadway):

63% Faculty did not visit CDS in a week

30% Satisfied access to light

75% Dissatisfied with amount of space

After CDS Move (60 5th Ave):

86% Faculty visited CDS at least once/week

80% Satisfied access to light

92% Satisfied amount of space

More cohesive sense of community: Over 55% of CDS and MSDSE 
constituencies – students, faculty, staff, research scientists – come to 

the new CDS space four or more days per week. 



Teaching and Training



Formal Education

2016-2017: 80 Matriculated Students

46% Women 54% Men

PhD program started in 2017

MS in Data Science



Formal Education

2016-2017: 80 Matriculated Students

46% Women 54% Men

PhD program started in 2017

MS in Data Science

Flexible curriculum 

Tracks: Big data, NLP, Biology, Physics…



Training
• Reach out to broad NYU community
• Data Carpentry (http://www.datacarpentry.org)
• Software Carpentry (https://software-carpentry.org)
• Reproducibility and data management tutorials (collaboration 

with NYU Libraries)
• Teaching through the incubator 

• Domain scientists: “teach a person to fish” 
• Graduate students learn to solve real problems and to work in an 

interdisciplinary environment



Community Building and
Outreach Activities



Bringing People Together
• Seminars and events: general and domain specific
• Data science lunches: informal gathering of NYU Data Science 

affiliated persons to discuss a broad range of data science 
related topics 

• NYU-wide Data Science Showcases: inform the members of 
the broad NYU community about data science research and 
development, while at the same time, create new 
opportunities for collaboration

• AstroHackWeek: space-exploring informal educational event 
• Text as Data (https://cds.nyu.edu/text-data-speaker-series)
• Math and Data (http://mad.cds.nyu.edu)
• …



Seed Grants
• Awards open to all NYU faculty, aiming to bring together data 

scientists and domain scientists to foster collaborations and 
generate new ideas (https://cds.nyu.edu/nyu-data-science-
seed-grant)

• Project members become affiliated members of the MSDSE



Reproducibility and Open Science

Outreach and 
education

Tools and
Infrastructure

Incentives



Tool Development

https://vida-nyu.github.io/reprozip/

• ReproZip



ReproZip: Uses
• Recommended tool for the SIGMOD Reproducibility 

Evaluation and Information Systems Journal
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• Component of CORR:  Cloud Infrastructure for storing, 
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Record atoms



ReproZip: Uses
• Recommended tool for the SIGMOD Reproducibility 

Evaluation and Information Systems Journal
• Component of CORR:  Cloud Infrastructure for storing, 

disseminating, federating and collaborating on Reproducible 
Record atoms

• Snapshot research projects (Bonneau Lab, NYU)
• Archiving data journalism apps, e.g., http://stackedup.org
• And many more: https://github.com/ViDA-NYU/reprozip-

examples



Reproducibility Resources
• http://www.reproduciblescience.org
• UW: education material/tutorials

• http://uwescience.github.io/reproducible/git.html
• ReproMatch



Reproducibility Resources
Reproducibility Directory

Twitter bot



Training and Outreach

• University-wide courses and tutorials on tools (e.g., git, ReproZip)
• Office hours: students, staff, and faculty can ask questions about 

managing their research data, reproducibility
• Teaching reproducibility to graduate students

• Reproducible and Collaborative Statistical Data Science (Philip Stark)
• Applied Statistics: students reproduce the results in a paper and 

post non-anonymous reviews (Philip Stark)
• Reproducibility modules in existing courses (e.g., Freire’s Big Data 

course, Shasha’s Database course)
• Citing Code and Data, by  Vicky Steeves

https://vickysteeves.github.io/DataScience-Citation-Workshop/#/
• NYU Data Services: https://github.com/NYU-DataServices/



Training and Outreach

• Reproducibility case studies:  The Practice of Reproducible 
Research 

• https://bids.berkeley.edu/events/practice-reproducible-research-case-studies-and-
lessons-data-intensive-sciences

• Diverse set of (computational) reproducible experiments from 
different areas 

• Collaboration between UCB, UW, NYU
• Goals: serve as a guide for researchers – a collection of 

"reproducible workflows", lessons learned, tools used, etc.; 
understand in general what people have been doing towards 
reproducibility, what's missing, what are the gaps, challenges, and 
opportunities (based on the case studies and other references)



Incentives
• Reproducibility badges ACM: incentive for authors 

http://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
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ABSTRACT
The proliferation and ubiquity of temporal data across many
disciplines has generated substantial interest in the analysis
and mining of time series. Clustering is one of the most pop-
ular data mining methods, not only due to its exploratory
power, but also as a preprocessing step or subroutine for
other techniques. In this paper, we present k-Shape, a novel
algorithm for time-series clustering. k-Shape relies on a scal-
able iterative refinement procedure, which creates homoge-
neous and well-separated clusters. As its distance measure,
k-Shape uses a normalized version of the cross-correlation
measure in order to consider the shapes of time series while
comparing them. Based on the properties of that distance
measure, we develop a method to compute cluster centroids,
which are used in every iteration to update the assignment
of time series to clusters. To demonstrate the robustness of
k-Shape, we perform an extensive experimental evaluation
of our approach against partitional, hierarchical, and spec-
tral clustering methods, with combinations of the most com-
petitive distance measures. k-Shape outperforms all scalable
approaches in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, k-Shape also
outperforms all non-scalable (and hence impractical) com-
binations, with one exception that achieves similar accuracy
results. However, unlike k-Shape, this combination requires
tuning of its distance measure and is two orders of mag-
nitude slower than k-Shape. Overall, k-Shape emerges as
a domain-independent, highly accurate, and highly e�cient
clustering approach for time series with broad applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Temporal, or sequential, data mining deals with problems

where data are naturally organized in sequences [34]. We
refer to such data sequences as time-series sequences if they
contain explicit information about timing (e.g., stock, au-
dio, speech, and video) or if an ordering on values can be
inferred (e.g., streams and handwriting). Large volumes of
time-series sequences appear in almost every discipline, in-
cluding astronomy, biology, meteorology, medicine, finance,
robotics, engineering, and others [1, 6, 25, 27, 36, 52, 70, 76].
The ubiquity of time series has generated a substantial inter-
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Figure 1: ECG sequence examples and types of alignments
for the two classes of the ECGFiveDays dataset [1].

est in querying [2, 19, 45, 46, 48, 62, 74, 79], indexing [9, 13,
41, 42, 44, 77], classification [37, 56, 68, 88], clustering [43,
54, 64, 87, 89], and modeling [4, 38, 86] of such data.

Among all techniques applied to time-series data, cluster-
ing is the most widely used as it does not rely on costly
human supervision or time-consuming annotation of data.
With clustering, we can identify and summarize interesting
patterns and correlations in the underlying data [33]. In the
last few decades, clustering of time-series sequences has re-
ceived significant attention [5, 16, 25, 47, 60, 64, 66, 87, 89],
not only as a powerful stand-alone exploratory method, but
also as a preprocessing step or subroutine for other tasks.

Most time-series analysis techniques, including clustering,
critically depend on the choice of distance measure. A key
issue when comparing two time-series sequences is how to
handle the variety of distortions, as we will discuss, that are
characteristic of the sequences. To illustrate this point, con-
sider the well-known ECGFiveDays dataset [1], with ECG
sequences recorded for the same patient on two di�erent
days. While the sequences seem similar overall, they exhibit
patterns that belong in one of the two distinct classes (see
Figure 1): Class A is characterized by a sharp rise, a drop,
and another gradual increase while Class B is characterized
by a gradual increase, a drop, and another gradual increase.
Ideally, a shape-based clustering method should generate a
partition similar to the classes shown in Figure 1, where se-
quences exhibiting similar patterns are placed into the same
cluster based on their shape similarity, regardless of di�er-
ences in amplitude and phase. As the notion of shape cannot
be precisely defined, dozens of distance measures have been
proposed [11, 12, 14, 19, 20, 22, 55, 75, 78, 81] to o�er invari-
ances to multiple inherent distortions in the data. However,
it has been shown that distance measures o�ering invari-
ances to amplitude and phase perform exceptionally well
[19, 81] and, hence, such distance measures are used for
shape-based clustering [53, 59, 64, 87].

Due to these di�culties and the di�erent needs for invari-
ances from one domain to another, more attention has been
given to the creation of new distance measures rather than
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The proliferation and ubiquity of temporal data across many disciplines has generated substantial interest in the analysis and mining of time
series. Clustering is one of the most popular data mining methods, not only due to its exploratory power, but also as a preprocessing step or
subroutine for other techniques. In this paper, we present kShape, a novel algorithm for timeseries clustering. kShape relies on a scalable
iterative refinement procedure, which creates homogeneous and wellseparated clusters. As its distance measure, kShape uses a normalized
version of the crosscorrelation measure in order to consider the shapes of time series while comparing them. Based on the properties of that
distance measure, we develop a method to compute cluster centroids, which are used in every iteration to update the assignment of time
series to clusters. To demonstrate the robustness of kShape, we perform an extensive experimental evaluation of our approach against
partitional, hierarchical, and spectral clustering methods, with combinations of the most competitive distance measures. kShape
outperforms all scalable approaches in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, kShape also outperforms all nonscalable (and hence impractical)
combinations, with one exception that achieves similar accuracy results. However, unlike kShape, this combination requires tuning of its
distance measure and is two orders of magnitude slower than kShape. Overall, kShape emerges as a domainindependent, highly accurate,
and highly efficient clustering approach for time series with broad applications.



Incentives
• Reproducibility badges ACM: incentive for authors 

http://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging

• ACM SIGMOD Most Reproducible Paper award



Incentives
• Reproducibility badges ACM 

http://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging

• ACM SIGMOD Best Reproducible Paper award
• Companion papers implemented by ACM TOMS and Information 

Systems Journal -- incentive for reviewers
• In progress @NYU:

• Faculty promotion and evaluation
• Best reproducible dissertation (or paper?) award



Collaboration with 
Industry

https://cds.nyu.edu/partnership



Signals of Success
• Great science 

• Successful interdisciplinary research
• Many best paper awards, cover of Science, Emmy, Sloan
• Tools adopted by scientists and NYC agencies:  SONYC, OpenSpace, 

ReproZip, TaxiVis
• More than $80M in grants awarded to MSDSE faculty and personnel
• Lots of press (The Economist, NYTime, …)

• Many new collaborations
• Critical mass and reputation helped us recruit top-notch 

faculty, researchers and staff
• Joint interdisciplinary faculty hires

• ML+psychology; ML+linguistics; neural science; political science

• Most fellows and post-docs went on to academic positions



What our Fellows Say
“Being at the MSDSE, and the academic freedom that comes with this, 
has allowed me to focus on research that I’m most interested in, which 
makes me most happy and productive. I’ve also learned a lot from the 
people around me and the larger community, such as ideas on 
reproducibility and new software tools, which now feature more 
prominently in my research than before coming to NYU”

“As a result of being at MSDSE, my research and the 
corresponding data/software have been broadly 
disseminated. All publications are available on my 

webpage. I have also engaged journalists to communicate 
this research to the public, with featured articles in the New 

York Times, Washington Post, Reuters, CBS News (and 
radio), NBC news, etc.”

“My own research has been impacted in particular by 
meeting experts in applied statistics and machine 
learning, two fields that I had very little access to 

before coming to NYU. ” 



What our Fellows Say

“Working here has refined my research interests toward improving 
the state of tools and methods in my own field (music information 
retrieval).  Specifically, I’ve learned a great deal about how to design and 
produce high-quality scientific software. ”

“My appointment as a Moore-Sloan Data Science Fellow is having a very 
positive impact on my career. First, it’s giving me the opportunity to 

devote time to research outputs that are not traditionally rewarded 
by hiring and tenure committees, such as the development of 
open-source research software and tools. I have also taken this 

chance to improve my knowledge of tools for interacting with large 
datasets, which has significantly improved the efficiency of my research 

workflows. For example, with the help of a Data Science Master’s student, 
I was able to reduce the running time of the code in some of my research 

from days to just seconds using MapReduce.”



Lessons Learned
• It is hard to create a data science culture at the University: 

Need to bring together researchers from different fields –
making decisions and reaching consensus is challenging

• Need governance, transparent processes, and awareness 
about these challenges

• Joint hires is now very easy!
• Space that is conducive to collaboration is essential
• Investment in outreach pays off to translate research
• Professional data scientists and research software engineers 

have been central to our success 
• Multi-pronged approach to encouraging best practices in 

reuse and open science, including tools, incentives, and 
training is effective



Data science environments can 
transform science!
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